INSTRUCTION SHEET
MODULAR BATTERING RAM (MBR) KIT, PN: 22-000870T
KIT COMPONENTS:
1. MBR Body, PN 22-000871T: High strength tubing with integrated adjustable handles;
ambidextrous design accepts any head or coupler on either end. Component weight, 15.3 lbs.
(6.9 kg).
2. MBR Standard Head, PN 22-015610T: Designed to produce maximum impact force with a large
surface area and rounded edges to disperse energy evenly onto the breaching surface.
Component weight, 11.7 lbs. (5.3 kg).
3. MBR Ball Head, PN 22-015611T: Smaller and lighter, this tool head has a spherical contact
surface designed for breaking. Component weight, 8.1 lbs. (3.7 kg).
4. MBR Cone Head, PN 22-015612T: This pointed tool head has a cone shape surface that is ideal
for piercing. Component weight, 6.8 lbs. (3.1 kg).
5. MBR Coupler, PN 22-000875T: Used to join two or more MBR Bodies together to create a
multiple person ram or large one person ram. Component weight, 7.5 lbs. (3.4 kg).
FIGURE-1
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HANDLE ADJUSTMENT:
Each handle can be independently adjusted to one of five distinct settings to accommodate individual
comfort, multiple man operation, or storage requirements.

To adjust the handle:

1. Loosen the lock-collar by turning the knurled surface
counter clockwise until it stops against the handle. The
lock-collar will move outward approximately 4 turns.

2. Holding the handle and lock-collar about their
pivot point, push inward to disengage its
position.
3. Rotate the handle to the desired position
using the position indicator label as a guide.
As you rotate, gently pull back at the pivot
point to find the next position.

4. Lock the handle into the selected position by rotating the knurled lock-collar surface clockwise
until hand tight. Reference Figure-2 for a few typical handle positions.

FIGURE-2
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HEAD & COUPLER ATTACHMENT:
Either end of the MBR Body will accept one of three unique breaching heads or body coupler. Any two
heads or head/coupler combination can be attached to both ends simultaneously. MBR Bodies are also
stackable, using couplers, to create a multiple person ram of theoretically any length. Figure-3 shows a
few example modular combinations with combined weights.
FIGURE-3

To join a head or coupler attachment to the MBR body assembly insert the button side into the end of the
body tube. Press the head/coupler lock-button so that it clears the body tube inside diameter, and then
push the head/coupler into the body until its flange contacts the body tube. Rotate the head/coupler until
the lock-button snaps into place with the mating hole in the body. To remove the head/coupler, simply
press the lock-button in and pull out in a twisting motion.
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TOOL MAINTENANCE:
 Periodically lubricate the handle pivot mechanism and head/coupler lock-buttons with a dry spray
lubricant and keep free of dirt and debris.
 All visible components have a non-glossy black finish that is acceptable for use in covert tactical
operations; touch up chipped or scratched surfaces with rust inhibiting flat black paint.
 As required, clean all exposed surfaces with warm water and soft cloth.

MBR LIMITED WARRANTY
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